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love with a Brittany ~ September 2020

by Sue Spaid

We have amazing caring volunteers. Recently we took in three dogs from a sad
situation. Their owner passed away leaving the three dogs homeless. The dogs
were outside dogs and all have parasites and are heartworm positive. The pups are
named Kate, Sam and Bob. Kate had mammary tumors, but those have been
diagnosed as benign. That is great news for this special girl. When we took the
dogs in, we were told they were not bonded. We always strive to keep bonded animals together, but since the family
told us they could be separated, we did. Once in foster care, the volunteer fostering
Sam realized he was depressed and not eating. It became obvious he was missing his
siblings. The fosters got together and reunited Sam
and Kate, and Sam began eating again and
appeared much happier. They are now being
fostered together and will probably be adopted
together. When someone tells me animals do not
have emotions, I take issue with that statement. I
have seen animals exhibit emotions more times
than I can count. Sam is a perfect example of a dog with emotions. All three of
these pups have a long way to go, but they will make it and live a good life.
The other pup we recently took in is Poppy Sue.
Poppy Sue is a mix, and she was in a desperate situation. She was on the euthanasia list.
She was in horrible shape- broken bones and skin issues. She was shared on Facebook,
and our volunteers asked if we could help her. I made the decision to pull her, even
though her Brittany lineage is questionable, but Poppy Sue needed to be saved and her
sweet face just pulled at everyone’s heart strings. What made the decision to pull her
easier was that a previous foster messaged me on Facebook and said, “I will foster herand I will go get her out of the shelter”. Poppy Sue
Inside This Issue
is now thriving in the foster home. Her broken bones are healing and the vets are
just monitoring them to make sure everything is knitting correctly. Her skin issues 2-13 Readers’ Letters & Pictures
have cleared up quite a bit already thanks to the foster lovingly bathing her with
14-16 Adoptions
special shampoo and just loving her. NBRAN could not do the work it does without
our selfless and committed volunteers. Everyday I hear about someone who stepped 17-18 Rainbow Bridge
up, someone who figured out a problem or someone who went above and beyond to 19
Coordinator &
help a dog. Shout out to everyone who helps in anyway to save these beautiful dogs.
Volunteer of the Quarter
20
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Susie has found her Forever Home
Susie was placed for adoption at just the right time, a time to fulfill a loss in another
home. John and Linda Shirk, a retired military couple, have always had dogs in
their home. Besides their two sons, they sometimes had one; sometimes two; and
even three dogs at once. They were English Cockers, a Welsh Springer, and even a
Doberman for protection while in Panama during the bad times. The family just
didn’t feel right if there wasn’t a dog. So, in November 2019, after the loss of their
last dog, a search began again. But it was a search for a rescue and adoption dog,
just as they had several times before.
But the search wasn’t a quick one. Even with the internet, it was hard to find an
English Cocker or a Welsh Springer that needed a home, without going to a
breeder. After a couple of months, John remembered a very friendly Brittany a neighbor had when he was
growing up. And thanks to the internet, the National Brittany Rescue and Adoption Network (NBRAN), Susie was
located. She was moved around to a wonderful foster family mom, Kelly G., in Colorado. And this is what we saw
for the first time. She had just been listed.
Now it wasn’t a simple process to be sure the Shirk couple would be the
right fit for both Susie and the Shirks. Telephone interviews, home photos,
references and a home visit were first needed. All went well. And then it was
time to drive from Omaha to Loveland, Colorado to meet Susie. At first, she went
to Linda and wanted to give her a kiss. Then she went to John, and as Linda says,
she was his dog for sure.
It was a long car ride, but once she got to Omaha, she felt like it was her
new home. She was very polite, but curious, looking all around the house and the
fenced back yard. Right away she learned that going for walks was part of John’s
daily exercise. So, it became part of her job to make sure it was done.
Susie’s forever home is in Papillion, Nebraska, not far from Offutt AFB and
Omaha. The neighborhood is fairly new. Not much traffic on the streets
and there is also a wonderful recreational lake and walking /riding path
nearby. The area has native tall grasses with plenty of wild birds, ducks
and geese. Throughout the winter, Susie has hope of finding pheasants.
Funny thing is that Susie likes to flush the birds, but doesn’t care about the
ducks and geese. It’s her favorite place to go. It took a while for Susie’s
personality to show. The Shirks got out all their old dog toys, but Susie
showed no interest. Then, after about three months, she began playing
with the squeaky ones. There was a hard “bone” she’d chew on for a few minutes and then hide it somewhere,
the corner of the couch, in blankets on the floor, and even a basket where it could have stayed hidden for years.
Eventually, she became vocal to show that she wanted a treat or to go out. Once she knew John was going to
follow, she moved along quickly but took two or three glances back along the trip to make sure he was following.
Walks, toys and a nightly treat are now a part of her routine.
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A Letter from Max, a Forgotten Dog
My name is Max and this is the story of new wonderful life!
In June of 2019 I was living in a kennel somewhere in West
Virginia. I had no training and very little contact with
people. Some nice lady came and got me and that started
my journey!
A lady in Pennsylvania wanted a pal for her Brittany, Austin. I
traveled by Brittany Canine Railroad in June to Harrisburg, PA
where my new Foster mom and dad got me. I was sooooooo
happy I just wanted to give kisses and be loved!!
I was filthy and needed a bath, so foster mom called her
groomer (what is a groomer???) so I could get cleaned up the next day It was fun and I got a hair cut too! I
liked the groomer and looked so handsome!!! I have a huge heart marking on my side and after grooming
you could really see it!!
I had never lived in a house, didn’t know about crates, dog doors or having the freedom to run in a yard!
Wow this was wonderful! I learned very quickly and was a very good boy!!! At first, my fur-bro seemed to
like me and we played. He then started to ignore me, and I had to play on my own and that wasn’t as much
fun. When I wanted love and attention, he interfered. My Foster mom contacted a lady in charge of lots of
Brittanies and started to search for a new home, AGAIN!!!!
It didn’t take long to find my FOREVER home! The Brittany Lady, Chris, called foster volunteer Dottie and
told her about a family in New Jersey that was looking to adopt and give the contact info to each to discuss.
That was a Friday and by Sunday I was on my way!! It was the hottest day of the summer but I loved the
ride!!!
We arrived at the meeting place and I saw my new Mom Anita. She took my leash, walked me, and then I
jumped in her car. Her son was there waiting for me. I have my own boy!!! I started kissing him and was
so excited! I never saw my foster Dottie crying but she was happy for me! I learned so much how to be a
good dog with her! I just love my family!
<Anita now continues>
I’m Anita, Max’s forever mom. My story starts with NBRAN. My son Zachary is 11 years old and I thought it
would be a great age for him to have a dog. Although we have a small dog named Gunther, he is 17 years
old and a mamma’s boy. We have had 2 other Brittanies and just adore this breed so I figured we would
start there. We are a very busy/active family as our son plays travel sports, so we wouldn’t have the time to
train a puppy. So I started looking on the internet for Brittany rescues and found NBRAN. They had MANY
dogs that would be a great addition to our home so I filled out an application and the very same day I got a
call from Chris. My application was good, the phone interview went well and we passed our home visit
with flying colors. Chris and I worked together to find a dog that would suit us. We asked about a couple of
Brittanies, but due to other people ahead of me for adoption or foster fails, we missed out. Then I get a call
from Chris concerning a dog named Max in PA that needs another foster home. I knew nothing much about
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Max so I was little nervous since I have a senior dog. Because I was skeptical, Chris suggested the foster to
adopt program. No obligation if it didn’t work out. I agreed to that and was immediately put in touch with
Dottie, Max’s foster mom. We met up at a WAWA half way for both of us. Max was excited to see us when
he got out of the car and was more adorable than his pictures. My son was over joyed that Max jumped
right up into the car and kissed him a lot. Max spent the 40 minute car ride home in his lap! Fast forward
7 months later.... Max is doing great!!!
<Max now continues>
My boy taught me to sit, give both paws, down, and stay. I used to counter surf a lot but I’m getting much
better with that. I have never had any accidents in the house which is unbelievable since I spent the first 3
years of my life outside and didn’t know what is was to be in a home. I walk with my Mom at least two
miles a day which I love, love, love as much as chasing squirrels all day in my big back yard. Stuffed animals
are my absolute favorite thing to play with and I don’t even rip them apart. I have a fur brother Gunther
that I love. He does play with me but not long because he is elderly and gets tired fast. At I night I love to
cuddle with anyone that has a blankie. When it’s time to go to bed, they tell me it’s night-night and I run
to my bed in mom and Dad’s room and my dad tucks me in with my special blanket. I would say I am living
my best life!!!!!
<Anita now continues>
We are so in love with him!!!! Thanks to Chris and Dottie for making this happen. I have had such an
amazing experience with NBRAN that I now am part of helping out with home visits her in central /south
New Jersey. I have truly made friends for life with Chris and Dottie. Thank you from the bottom of our
hearts.
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Violet the Angel
Shortly after I retired, I began the search for a Brittany, a breed I've
loved since my sons and their perpetually joyful Brittany grew up
together. I was keenly aware of their manic energy, as well as their
affectionate nature, and hoped to find a match for a 60-ish woman
who hikes but also spends hours reading. I longed for a dog I could
tramp through woods with, then wrap my arms around and whisper
sweet nothings to while I delved into a book.
Enter Violet (formerly named Kate from PA), a 3-year old Brittany
with three large brown spots on her back the size of pancakes, and
a long tail intact that thumps non-stop.
Violet’s profile was not posted on the NBRAN website at the time of my search last fall. She was found in
Indiana by an NBRAN rescuer in June 2019 and transported to PA, where she was in the care of an
experienced foster mom (Julie Agosti). She had heartworm and was undergoing treatment. She was not yet
spayed.
Yvonne Mehlenbacher of NY worked diligently with me over several months to find a match. Would I
consider a dog recovering from heartworm? She put me in touch with the foster mom, and an extensive
interview process ensued. The moment I received this dog’s photo, I knew I had found my Brittany. I
checked in frequently, following her medical saga, and was overjoyed when my application to adopt her was
approved.
On March 7, 2020 my husband and I drove from the Hudson Valley in NY to outside Scranton, PA to
collect her from a wonderful NBRAN transport volunteer -- just before the world went kerflooey. The
timing of her arrival in our lives was nothing short of miraculous. We will never forget our mounting
excitement as we followed texts from 8 relay drivers handing Violet off from point to point along the route,
until she was finally settled in our car, heading “home”.
Her adjustment has been surprisingly seamless. Her house manners are impeccable (thank you, foster mom
Julie!). She is intuitive and eager to please, pals around with our elderly Akbash, and is conflicted about the
cat. (The feeling is mutual.) Ever-watchful, she keeps track of my location and follows me from room to
room, but that's understandable given her
uprooted life. She just wants to be with “family,” and thankfully our retired
lifestyle allows for constant company. She is hypersensitive to the slightest
scolding, which is rare, and crumples at my feet in a way that breaks my
heart. This requires loving reassurance that she is still a “good girl”. She has
a field day razzing squirrels, digging for grubs (she contributed a fine hole
for the pole of our patio table umbrella), and cornering--for a split second-the garden snake that slips in and out of our wood pile. However, we had to
reinforce the entire bottom perimeter of our stockade fence with chicken
wire buried in the ground because she entertains herself by searching for an
escape route. Did someone say birds? Although she seldom barks, she’s a
loudmouth under our magnolia tree, home to robins that now have royal headaches. “Quiet!” has been added
to her repertoire of commands. Her impish side surfaces when, on occasion, she’ll nibble a teeny-tiny hole
in her blanket, the size of a pea, then look up innocently with eyes that say, “What?” You can almost hear
her chuckle.Words can’t describe the sweet temperament of this little dog. Our house has been graced by an
angel with spots and a tail. Full-body wiggles, paw pinwheels, and flying leaps over the sofa armrest just as
you lift your coffee cup are part of daily life. We love her to bits, and will do our best to give her a full, rich
life – just as she is giving us. Thank you, NBRAN.
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Buddy and Bernie
By Alyssa Thomas
My great grandmother’s socks. Steel wool scrubbers. Multiple pies meant for a
bake sale. Numerous retainers. Brushups. These are just a few of the countless
things my dog Buddy ate during his near eleven years of life. He kept things
interesting, that’s for sure. From demanding a neighborhood full of children to
stand in the front yard holding hot dogs, hoping he’d slow enough to be tackled,
to requiring my brave and admirable step-dad to wade into a
sewage pond long enough to grab his collar when he ran
away and was found going for a swim over a mile from home:
life with Buddy was never boring.
It wasn’t until the combination of Congestive Heart Failure and cancer took him
over the rainbow bridge that my family truly realized how much we loved that crazy
pup. Losing him was incredibly difficult and the clicking of his nails as he pranced
around on wood flooring will forever be a sound I miss. Buddy passed in October of
2016. Flash forward to May 2017, where my apartment in Pittsburgh, PA is covered with Brittany Spaniel
art, including a painting I did of him myself at a “Painting with a Twist” event with my friends. My
brother, mother, step-dad and I were walking in downtown Pittsburgh, taking my mom for a Mother’s
Day Brunch when I saw a Brittany Spaniel puppy under an umbrella with her family outside of Dunkin
Donuts. Seeing a hunting dog in the city is a rarity, as you can imagine. I walked over to the family,
introduced myself and asked to pet their puppy. For a few moments, my mom and I showered sweet
little Bernadette with love as we shared with her family the recent loss of
our own Brittany. I stood up and half-jokingly said “You don’t happen to
live in (*area of Pittsburgh*) and need a dog walker do you?” Turns out,
out of the entire city, Bernadette lived less than a half a mile from my
apartment. Three years ago today I met Bernie, and with the exception of
the last few months due to COVID, I have enjoyed walking Bernie and her
little sister, Mildred (a cocker spaniel/Chihuahua mix) several times a week
as well as puppy sitting when their parents go out of town. While Buddy
was a 70 pound liver colored boy and Bernie a petite lady with the classic
orange color, they could not appear any differently. But the sweetness and
goofiness of Bernie’s personality reminds me of my sweet boy constantly. I am so blessed to continue
having crazy and loving Brittany in my life though Buddy will never ever be forgotten.
Alyssa Thomas,
Pittsburgh, PA
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Oakley
This is Oakley, a gorgeous French Britt found running in Oklahoma. The first
pictures of him showed him as mostly black because he was so filthy! Our good
friends, the Thomases, are French Brittany lovers and had expressed their desire to
adopt a dog from NBRAN. Melinde Waddle and Nancy Walker informed me that a
French Brittany named Oakley was rescued in Oklahoma. Long story short, the
Thomases were approved to adopt Oakley and Kris and daughter Heather drove to
Salt Lake City where they picked up another NBRAN dog, transported him to Denver
where they dropped him off, and picked up Oakley. Thanks so much to Susan
Guthrie, Lora Smith, Nancy, Melinde and all the fosters and the transport volunteers
who made this happen! Oakley is living a great life in Washington State with his new
French Brittany siblings Duke and Tessie, and is much loved by his human family.
Linda and Lars Larson
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Bella Update
Last year our family had to make the difficult decision not
once but twice to put down two wonderful dogs. They
were our family. They were both 15 yrs old. We didn’t
think we wanted to go through those losses again. It was
very painful. But when we saw Bella’s profile pop up one
day, we instantly knew she belonged with us.
It’s been almost 7 months since we adopted our sweet
Bella. She is such a big part of our family. We love her to
death. Our grandson adores her and she has bonded with
our Bassett Hound, Molly instantly. She loves to go
camping where we walk the trails and go kayaking. We can’t thank NBRAN enough for the
joy you have given us.
Candy Butterworth
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Happy Iris
As an owner surrender, Iris came to us as a foster. She
was in a hunter/breeder kennel for 6 yrs. Her 1st
owner bred her every 6 months, but didn't spend
much time with her otherwise. She was then given to
another hunter. At least this time she had better food
and care, but he had pointers and wasn't very
Interested in her. That second owner knew we
fostered for NBRAN and wanted her to have a better
life and gave her to us.
Iris had never lived in a house, but she just walked right in and said. "OK I think this is the
life I have always wanted, so I'll be the best home companion I can be!" She never had an
accident in the house and if we corrected her with the "No or off or other commands", she
never repeated the mistake. She learned to love being a lap pup, and thought tummy
tickles were something all spoiled little ladies should have
on a daily basis.
Iris was trained as an "upland bird gun dog". She was and
continued to be very active, fast, spot-on field trial
Brittany. We surrendered her to NBRAN because she
simply deserves the pampered life of a retired breeder/
hunter companion. NBRAN found just the right
retirement fur-ever home in AZ. A super sweet lady, with
plenty of time for hugs, tummy tickles, and all the best things for her to live like a Diva. Iris
has a fur-sister named Lilly. She has space to run off her active needs, and a place of her
own to rest until time to play again. Oh, and she charmed her way into the big bed for
staying cozy all night. Iris is an amazing little lady with the heart of a tuff sweet spirit. I, her
foster Mom, still hear about her new life and shed happy tears that Iris has the GOOD LIFE.
And the reason is because NBRAN works miracles for their rescues. Bless all the NBRAN
folks for giving chances to rescues and fosters for loving, caring fur-ever families. Iris has
found her HAPPY PLACE!
Pam Burson
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Stella Learns Leash Walking
Hi! I have two Brittanys, both were rescues. Roscoe was adopted from Heartland Humane
Society, our local shelter. Stella was adopted from NBRAN on 6/14/14. She was about 1.5
yr. We were told she’d been chained to a kitchen table most of her life, after her teen
owner lost interest in her.
She’s been a great dog in every way but one-she was HORRIBLE on a leash. I have trained
many dogs, but had no success with Stella. We went to local classes, but had minimal
success. I found an online training program, called Recallers, by Susan Garrett. This
positive reinforcement training program has been a good fit for us, and Stella is now a
more pleasant dog to walk. Recallers has a video contest each year. We entered this year
made it into the top 50 entries, winning some prizes!
The link to our entry is here. https://youtu.be/BxJnR9suB_A
Ronda Dennis-Smithart
Roscoe
Stella
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Remy Reports In
We adopted Remy (previously known as Brownie) (liver & white) in October 2019 when he was about 6
months old. We immediately fell in love after seeing pictures and thought he would be the perfect
companion for us and our 2 year old Brittany, Bear (orange & white).
Bear was definitely jealous at first, but now they’re the best of friends. Remy is significantly smaller than
Bear, so Bear acts like a protective big brother. Remy was very shy when we first adopted him and he still
has his quirks, but he has come around and is now more outgoing and adventurous. They both love to
play, cuddle, go on long walks, and eat snacks! Before adopting Remy, Bear had separation anxiety
issues; Remy has helped Bear to feel at ease when us humans leave for work and they’re both the best
companions we could have asked for!
Thanks for NBRAN for working with us to find
the perfect match for both us and Bear!
Sara and Dave Dziki
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Giving Back
On June 26 of this year I had the privilege of taking two of our Brittanys, Jake (the orange/white, and
Paige (the liver/white), to visit our local hospital for a staff appreciation event. I was honored to be able
to do a little something to give back to these medical personnel who have worked so hard for
us...especially during this pandemic. Thank you so much to those frontline workers!
Deb Strayer
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Photo Gallery
The Covid Cut
Bayle just got her hair cut. Her Momma did it. Not professional looking but I did my best. She looks skinnier, lol.
Dianne

Enzo
He is the best boy. We couldn't be happier with how much joy he brings to us every day.
He is hilarious and is very in tune with us, particularly with me. He is happiest when I am with him and stuck to me
like my shadow.
He talks and he loves to play. I work from home permanently now, so it is better for him as he loves going outside to
play. Most of the time he sits and watches the squirrels.
OMG, he loves hiking and we have stayed in resorts which he didn't mind at all. He is great with Tobey. Always
checking on his older brother.
We love him so much.

What an amazing boy!

Pauline & The Cuddles
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Adoptions this quarter

AL Scout

CA Mllo

CA Sadie

CO Layla

CO Oskar

CO Remy

FL EJ

FL Max

FL Ty

GA Angel

GA Cooper

IA Kenley

IA Maxx

MI Calvin

MI Lucky

MI Skye

MI Tonto

MN Brandy

MN Cody

MO Daisy

NC Bella

NC Copper

NJ Piper

OH Ayla

OH Micah

OH Nitro

OK Finn

AL Charlie
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Adoptions this quarter

OK Elvis

OK Emma

OK Gus

OK Holly

OK Leo

OK Piper

OK Spike

ON Tikka

PA Cooper

OK Charlie Bear

TN April

TN Barney 2

TN Joey

TN Oscar

TN Smokie

TN Tucker 5

OK Tilly

OK Gidget

OK Lucy

ON Rosco

PA Oscar

SC Sadie

TN Cooper 2

TN Jasmine

TN Remington

TN Scout 1

TX Abby
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TX Chicky

Adoptions this quarter

TX Cookie

TX Ellie

TX Emas

TX Maggie

TX Ol Man

TX Ollie

TX Pistol Annie

TX Poppy

TX Roscoe

TX Sadie Mae

TX Shotgun

TX Sooie

TX Summer

TX Ziggy

VA Gracie

VA Scout(Zoe)

WA Bailey

WA Cleo

WA Copper

WA Kookie

WA Remi
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In Memory at the Rainbow Bridge

My best girl. Annie was adopted May 2011- we helped her cross the bridge just last week. Aug. 20, 2020.
Chronic Heart Failure , age estimated to be 14. She was the love of my life.
Kim Ferguson

Clara
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In Memory at the Rainbow Bridge

Sweet girl Sophie.
Loved for 15 1/2 years.

We lost our sweet Maddie on 04/13/20 at 8 years old - much
too soon to pancreatitis. Her passing over the bridge broke our
hearts.

Princess Zoe Abigale who transitioned on July 14th after 14 years of being
my faithful canine companion.
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Volunteer of the Quarter
The Board selected Jennifer Burkhardt as the Volunteer of the
Quarter for September. Jennifer lives in Elizabeth City, NC and has
been a huge help to Coordinator Jessica Stevenson since
becoming an NBRAN volunteer in 2018. She works at a Vet’s
Office and is quick to help when vet advice is needed as well as
providing discounts for all of her fosters. Jennifer has 6 of her own dogs, yet always
says YES every time she is asked to foster. She has also driven numerous transports
for NBRAN. She is professional and efficient and always works hard to provide a
thorough evaluation of her foster dogs in order to find the perfect fit home. Jessica
noted that she certainly couldn’t help as many Brittanies if it wasn’t for having a
wonderful and active volunteer like Jennifer!
Congratulations to Jennifer!

——————————————————————————————————————————————————-

Coordinator of the Quarter
Patti Lavine was selected as the Coordinator of the Quarter for September. Patti has
been a longtime volunteer and runs the very congested Southern California area for
NBRAN. She is always ready to drive anywhere needed to pick up Brittanies coming
into rescue, take them to their foster homes, and ferry the pups to their numerous
medical appointments. She is adept at doing home visits to make sure our Brittanies
are placed in the best home environment for their personal needs. Patti has been very
fortunate in securing much needed fosters for NBRAN. Patti is particularly an ace (as
in Flying) when it comes to working with another nonprofit, Pilots N Paws. Patti has a wonderful reciprocal
relationship with this group of generous volunteer pilots. Pilots have flown numerous Brittanies for NBRAN in
addition to supporting all rescues, and were named as the 2020 recipient of the Endeavor Award. Pilots N Paws
selected NBRAN as its representative rescue with Patti and pilot Liz DeStaffany to represent Pilots N Paws in
their feature video and at the awards banquet in 2021. When a rescue representative is needed at an event,
PNP often relies on NBRAN as its rescue in California and Patti always obliges.
Congratulations to Patti for deservedly being chosen as the Coordinator of the Quarter!
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NBRAN Officers

Do you want to share your pictures or story?

Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, whcanney@yahoo.com
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney whcanney@yahoo.com
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com
Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com
Yvonne Mehlenbacherr Yvonne.nbran@gmail.com
Lora Smith Hawaii18797@gmail.com
Jessica Stevenson jessica@thesouthernway.com

Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love sharing your story and pictures about the newest
member of your family!

Social Media Team

Kim Perez keperez00@gmail.com
Carol Chimera wolfrunbrittanys@gmail.com

Rescue Groups training or
issues Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Design - Kelly Killeen kak0402@optonline.net

Microchips

To Order info@nbran.org

Online Store

Sofia Evangelista sofevangelista@gmail.com

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
Helen Tostevin htostevin@yahoo.ca

Web team Development

Want to get involved? Let us know if you would be
willing to help with ideas and design.

Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and want to
report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a confidential means
of doing so.

Go to www.NBRAN.ORG and see how you can become more
involved in Brittany Rescue. Foster, transport help, financial
assistance, home visits, or vet checks, there are many ways
you can help. Volunteer now and make a difference!

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

Intakes

Placements

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328
361
313

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

2017

296

2017

227

2018

341

2018

278

2019
Through Aug 31

371
203

2019
Through Aug 31

315
196
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234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314
371
349

